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The “Twelfth Five-Year’s Plan” told that the business tax to value-added 
tax(VAT) transformation pilot must be accomplished in 2015.Then,the business tax to 
VAT will cover all regions and industries, the business tax as a main types of local tax 
will disappear in the stage of Chinese tax arena. The main type of local taxes loss 
exacerbates the in-coordination between financial and administrative powers of local 
governments. One of the most important issues to be addressed in the following fiscal 
reform, is to make up for inadequate in local financial resources. The consumption 
tax ,value-added tax and business tax all belong to the turnover tax in China. Because 
of the selectivity of the scope of consumption tax levied, it has the policy guidance, 
the government could change the market supply and demand, and to improve the 
consumption structure through the adjustment of tax items. The domestic 
consumption tax revenue is 890.682 billion yuan, after the domestic value-added tax, 
corporate income tax and business tax, is the fourth major categories of taxes in China. 
On the basis of the importance of the consumption tax in the current tax system, the 
consumption tax as the main local taxes, could alleviate the various contradictions 
between financial and administrative powers of local governments. 
Firstly, from the positioning of consumption tax as the main local taxes, the 
author will describe the main function of the consumption tax, including organization 
of tax revenue, adjusting income distribution and promoting social justice. In order to 
illustrate the theoretical basis for the analysis of the full text, the author discusses the 
consumption tax with value-added tax, vehicle purchase tax, environmental taxes and 
other taxes. Secondly, the author will focus on the feasibility analysis about 
consumption tax as a main local tax from theory and practical aspects. The theoretical 
basis includes public goods theory, fiscal decentralization theory, spillover effect, the 
main tax choice theory. The three demonstrate the feasibility of the local tax system as 
















of local governments. The practical basis includes the political foundation and social 
foundation for consumption tax reform, the coordination between financial and 
administrative powers of local governments, the growth trend of consumption tax  
replace business tax. The new policy of consumption tax launched and extensive 
media publicity, the community people have a certain psychological expectations on 
the orientation of the consumption tax reform, then explain the consumption tax 
reform to reduce the resistance of the local main tax reform. Expanding the scope of 
consumption tax would increase the total amount of consumption tax revenue, and 
then demonstrates that the consumption tax has growth trend to alternative business 
tax. Thirdly, on the background of the new round tax reform, consideration of the 
functions of the consumption tax and the reality of the constraint, the author will put 
forward three phase of the consumption tax system reform ideas. The main ideas are 
adjusting the scope of consumption tax, forwarding the link of tax collection and tax 
included in price to tax excluded in price. The author suggests that the golf course, 
business clubs, nightclubs, sauna and other places of special consumer behavior being 
included in the scope of taxation, transferring the necessities life goods out of the 
scope of taxation, integrating vehicle purchase tax and part of environmental taxes 
with consumption tax, redesigning the rate of tobacco products, wine, automobiles, 
luxury goods, and special places of consumption behavior consumption. Lastly, from 
the perspective of micro aspects, the article mainly introduces the mechanism of the 
effects of consumption tax and "tax wedge" through price transmission mechanism 
acting on the producer and consumer. From the perspective of macro aspects, the 
article demonstrates the consumption tax reform effects based on experience and 
practice, including correcting consumer preferences, accelerating economic growth, 
increasing revenue, correcting spillover effect, increasing tax competition and others.  
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消费税增加 0.62 美元/包后，假设市场推测弹性为 0.11，卷烟企业要税后保持
利润不变，卷烟价格应当增加 0.85 美元/包才能抵消国内卷烟销量下降 14.2 亿
包带来的损失；提高联邦消费税会导致烟叶产量和价格分别下降 2.85%和 0.41%，
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